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Have you been naughty or nice? Get set for Christmas with our brand new magical Annual! Enjoy Elf-themed activities, stories and
makes in this charming new Annual and help make it the best Christmas holiday ever! Includes recipes, craft ideas, quizes,
puzzles, jokes, fun facts, etc.
The truth about Elvis’s death from the doctor who spent eleven years as “the King’s” personal physician, father-figure, and
confidant - "Dr. Nick." Dr. Nichopoulos spent a decade with Elvis on the road and at Graceland, trying to maintain the precarious
health of one of the world’s greatest entertainers. But on August 16, 1977, he found himself in the ambulance with Elvis on that
fateful last trip to the ER. He signed the death certificate. From that day forward, Dr. Nick became the focus of a media witch hunt
that threatened his life and all but destroyed his professional reputation. Now, for the first time, Dr. Nick reveals the true story
behind Elvis’s drug use and final days—not the version formed by years of tabloid journalism and gross speculation. Put aside
what you’ve learned about Elvis’s final days and get ready to understand for the first time the inner workings of “the king of rock
n’ roll.”
Elvis: Still Taking Care of Business is arguably the most authentic, no-holds-barred depiction of the greatest entertainer who ever
lived. This is the book that the estate doesn't want you to read—it's a balanced, respectful, and insightful look by a true Presley
insider and carter member of the infamous Memphis Mafia. Sonny West, Presley's close friend and bodyguard for nearly two
decades, provides a firsthand account of the King's lavish spending sprees and many charitable acts, as well as the many affairs
Presley conducted with his costars. Among all of Elvis Presley's close associates, no one tells stories that are more entertaining
than Sonny West—he can mesmerize audiences for hours with his Elvis tidbits.
Award-winning songwriter Linda Thompson breaks her silence, sharing the extraordinary story of her life, career, and epic
romances with two of the most celebrated, yet enigmatic, modern American superstars—Elvis Presley and Bruce Jenner For the
last forty years, award-winning songwriter Linda Thompson has quietly led one of the most remarkable lives in show business. The
longtime live-in love of Elvis Presley, Linda first emerged into the limelight during the 1970s when the former beauty pageant
queen caught the eye of the King. Their chance late-night encounter at a movie theater was the stuff of legend, and it marked the
beginning of a whirlwind that would stretch across decades, leading to a marriage with Bruce Jenner, motherhood, and more
drama than she ever could have imagined. Now, for the first time, Linda opens up about it all, telling the full story of her life, loves,
and everything in between. From her humble beginnings in Memphis to her nearly five-year relationship with Elvis, she offers an
intimate window into their life together, describing how their Southern roots fueled and sustained Graceland’s greatest romance.
Going inside their wild stories and tender moments, she paints a portrait of life with the King, as raucous as it is refreshing. But
despite the joy they shared, life with Elvis also had darkness, and her account also presents an unsparing look at Elvis’s twin
demons—drug abuse and infidelity—forces he battled throughout their time together that would eventually end their relationship just
eight months before his untimely death. It was in the difficult aftermath of Elvis’s death that Linda found what she believed was her
true home: the arms of Olympic gold medal—winner Bruce Jenner. Detailing her marriage to Bruce, Linda reveals the seemingly
perfect life that they built with their two young sons—Brandon and Brody—before Bruce changed everything with a secret he’d been
carrying his entire life, a secret that Linda herself kept for nearly thirty years, a secret that Bruce’s transition to Caitlyn Jenner has
finally laid bare for the world. Providing a candid look inside one of the most challenging moments of her life, Linda uncovers the
struggles she went through as a woman and a mother, coming to terms with the reality of Bruce’s identity and resolving to
embrace him completely no matter what, even as it meant they could no longer be together. And yet, despite her marriage
unraveling, her search for love was not over, eventually leading her to the legendary music producer and musician David Foster—a
relationship that lasted for nineteen tumultuous years, resulting in a bond that spurred her songwriting career to new heights but
also tested her like never before. Filled with compelling and poignant stories and sixteen pages of photographs, A Little Thing
Called Life lovingly recounts Linda’s incredible journey through the years, bringing unparalleled insight into three legendary
figures.
This is the first of two volumes that make up what is arguably the definitive Elvis biography. Rich in documentary and interview
material, this volume charts Elvis' early years and his rise to fame, taking us up to his departure for Germany in 1958. Of all the
biographies of Elvis - this is the one you will keep coming back to.
Elvis Presley died of a heart attack on August 16, 1977 in the bathroom of his Graceland Mansion. But to many people, Elvis never
died. On the other hand, for some people, he did not die of natural causes, that is, of a heart attack. Many people have sighted
Elvis since after his death and are convinced that Elvis isn’t dead or at least that he did not die in 1977 as the world knows it.
There are numerous theories about why and how Elvis disappeared. Why he faked his death. Similarly, the cause of his death also
seems to be a mystery. The autopsy report indicates a heart attack but there were drugs found in his system. In short, the death of
Elvis still remains a mystery today and numerous theories are put forward even after so many years. This book is an attempt to
look at Elvis’ death and the theories that surround it. So, let’s get started.
“Outstanding pop-culture history.” —Newsday The “smart and zippy account” (The Wall Street Journal) of how Las Vegas saved
Elvis and Elvis saved Las Vegas in the greatest musical comeback of all time. Elvis’s 1969 opening night in Vegas was his first
time back on a live stage in more than eight years. His career had gone sour—bad movies, mediocre pop songs that no longer
made the charts—and he’d been dismissed by most critics as over-the-hill. But in Vegas he played the biggest showroom in the
biggest hotel in the city, drawing more people for his four-week engagement than any other show in Vegas history. His
performance got rave reviews; “Suspicious Minds,” the song he introduced there, gave him his first number-one hit in seven
years; and Elvis became Vegas’s biggest star. Over the next seven years, he performed more than 600 shows there, and sold out
every one. Las Vegas was changed, too. By the end of the ‘60s, Vegas’ golden age—when the Rat Pack led a glittering array of
stars who made it the nation’s premier live-entertainment center—was losing its luster. Elvis created a new kind of Vegas show: an
over-the-top, rock-concert extravaganza. He set a new bar for Vegas performers, with the biggest salary, the biggest musical
production, and the biggest promotion campaign the city had ever seen. He opened the door to a new generation of pop/rock
artists and brought a new audience to Vegas—not the traditional well-heeled older gamblers, but a mass audience from Middle
America that Vegas depends on for its success to this day. At once “a fascinating history of Vegas as gambling capital, celebrity
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playground, mob hangout, [and] entertainment Valhalla” (Rolling Stone) and the incredible “tale of how the King got his groove
back” (Associated Press), Elvis in Vegas is a classic feel-good story for the ages.

A “sympathetic and exceptionally well-written account” (USA Today), Ray Connolly’s biography of the King soars with
“spontaneity and electricity” (Preston Lauterbach). Elvis Presley is a giant figure in American popular culture, a man
whose talent and fame were matched only by his later excesses and tragic end. A godlike entity in the history of rock and
roll, this twentieth-century icon with a dazzling voice blended gospel and traditionally black rhythm and blues with country
to create a completely new kind of music and new way of expressing male sexuality, which simply blew the doors off a
staid and repressed 1950s America. In Being Elvis veteran rock journalist Ray Connolly takes a fresh look at the career
of the world’s most loved singer, placing him, forty years after his death, not exhaustively in the garish neon lights of Las
Vegas but back in his mid-twentieth-century, distinctly southern world. For new and seasoned fans alike, Connolly, who
interviewed Elvis in 1969, re-creates a man who sprang from poverty in Tupelo, Mississippi, to unprecedented overnight
fame, eclipsing Frank Sinatra and then inspiring the Beatles along the way. Juxtaposing the music, the songs, and the
incendiary live concerts with a personal life that would later careen wildly out of control, Connolly demonstrates that
Elvis’s amphetamine use began as early as his touring days of hysteria in the late 1950s, and that the financial needs
that drove him in the beginning would return to plague him at the very end. With a narrative informed by interviews over
many years with John Lennon, Bob Dylan, B. B. King, Sam Phillips, and Roy Orbison, among many others, Connolly
creates one of the most nuanced and mature portraits of this cultural phenomenon to date. What distinguishes Being
Elvis beyond the narrative itself is Connolly’s more subtle examinations of white poverty, class aspirations, and the
prison that is extreme fame. As we reach the end of this poignant account, Elvis’s death at forty-two takes on the hue of
a profoundly American tragedy. The creator of an American sound that resonates today, Elvis remains frozen in time, an
enduring American icon who could “seamlessly soar into a falsetto of pleading and yearning” and capture an inner
emotion, perhaps of eternal yearning, to which all of us can still relate. Intimate and unsparing, Being Elvis explores the
extravagance and irrationality inherent in the Elvis mythology, ultimately offering a thoughtful celebration of an immortal
life.
Almost the only indisputable fact about Colonel Tom Parker is that he was the manager of the greatest performer in
popular music: Elvis Presley. His real name wasnâ€™t Tom Parker â€ â€œ indeed, he wasnâ€™t an American at all, but a
Dutch immigrant called Andreas van Kujik. And he certainly wasnâ€™t a proper military colonel: he purchased his title
from a man in Louisiana. But while the Colonel has long been acknowledged as something of a charlatan, this book is the
first to reveal the extraordinary extent of the secrets he concealed, and the consequences for the career, and ultimately
the life, of the star he managed. As Alanna Nashâ€™ prodigious research has discovered, the Colonel left Holland most
probably because, at the age of twenty, he bludgeoned a woman to death. Entering the US illegally, he then enlisted in
the army as â€˜Tom Parkerâ€™. But, with supreme irony for someone later styling himself as Colonel, Parkerâ€™s military
career ended in desertion, and discharge after a psychiatrist had certified him as a psychopath. He then became a
fairground barker, working sideshows with a zeal for small-scale huckstering and the casual scam that never left him.
And by the height of Elvisâ€™s success, Parker had become a pathological gambler who, at the same time as he was
taking, amazingly, a full 50% of Presleyâ€™s earnings, frittered away all his wealth in the casinos of Las Vegas. As Nash
shows, therefore, the often baffling trajectory of Elvis Presleyâ€™s career makes perfect sense once the secret
imperatives of the Colonelâ€™s life are known. Parker never booked Presley for a tour of Europe because of the dark
secret that ensured he himself could never return there. Even at his most famous, Elvis was still being booked to play outof-the-way towns in North Carolina â€ â€œ because the former fairground barker (who shamelessly negotiated as such
even with top record company and film executives) knew them from his days on the circus circuit. And Elvis was trapped
playing years of arduous seasons in Las Vegas â€ â€œ two shows nightly, seven days a week, until boredom and despair
brought on the excessive drug use that killed him â€ â€œ because for Parker he was â€œan open chitâ€ ? whose huge
earnings prevented his managerâ€™s losses at the gambling tables being called in. Alanna Nash knew Parker towards
the end of his life, and has now uncovered the whole story, improbable, shocking, and never less than compelling, of how
this larger-than-life man made, and then unmade, popular musicâ€™s first and greatest superstar.
Based on in-depth interviews with Presley's cousin Billy Smith, his best man Marty Lacker, and touring crew member
Lamar Fike, a detailed portrait of Elvis covers his teen years through the final days of his life. Reprint.
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Elvis Presley’s fiancée and last love tells her story and sets the record straight
in this deeply personal memoir that reveals what really happened in the final years of the King of Rock n' Roll. Elvis
Presley and Graceland were fixtures in Ginger Alden’s life; after all, she was born and raised in Memphis, Tennessee.
But she had no idea that she would play a part in that enduring legacy. For more than three decades Ginger has held the
truth of their relationship close to her heart. Now she shares her unique story… In her own words, Ginger details their
whirlwind romance—from first kiss to his stunning proposal of marriage. And for the very first time, she talks about the
devastating end of it all and the fifty thousand mourners and reporters who descended on Graceland in 1977, exposing
Ginger to the reality of living in the spotlight of a short yet immortal life. Above it all, Ginger rescues Elvis from the
hearsay, rumors, and tabloid speculations of his final year by shedding a frank yet personal light on a very public legend.
From a unique and intimate perspective, she reveals the man—complicated, romantic, fallible, and human—behind the
myth, a superstar worshipped by millions and loved by Ginger Alden. INCLUDES PHOTOS
Complete with hundreds of photographs, this biographical study interprets Presley's appeal and relates the various
stages in his career
The author presents evidence to support her theory that Elvis Presley is still alive and staged his own apparent death
The author shares his "harrowing experiences while on the road as a 16 year old bodyguard to the King of Rock n' Roll."
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The final 5 years of Elvis Presley's life were filled with his greatest triumphs and his toughest tribulations, as the iconic
star fought a war with addiction he would tragically lose at the age of 42 ... In sharing this intimate account of his
stepbrother, David hopes to reach those who are also suffering from addiction -- some 15 million from prescription drugs
in the US alone.-Put on your blue suede shoes and get ready for another addition to the Who Was…? series! The King could not have come from humbler
origins: Born in Tupelo, Mississippi, during the Depression, he grew up with the blues music of the rural South, the gospel music of local
churches, and the country-western classics. But he forged a sound all his own—and a look that was all his own, too. With curled lip, swiveling
hips, and greased pompadour, Elvis changed popular music forever, ushering in the age of rock and roll. Geoff Edgers’s fascinating
biography of this icon of American pop culture includes black and- white illustrations on nearly every spread.
Through Elvis's rise to fame and the wild swirl of his celebrity, Klein was a steady presence and a loyal friend until Presley's untimely death in
1977. Includes never-before-published photos from Klein's personal collection.
Fact check book examining the many lies about Elvis Presley's life, career, and reputation.
Based on the massively popular Web site thisdayinmusic.com, this extraordinary day-by-day diary recounts the musical firsts and lasts,
blockbuster albums and chart-topping tunes, and other significant happenings on each of the 365 days 0f the year.
From the creator of the popular rock 'n' roll true crime podcast, DISGRACELAND comes an off-kilter, hysterical, at times macabre book of
stories from the highly entertaining underbelly of music history. You may know Jerry Lee Lewis married his thirteen-year-old cousin but did
you know he shot his bass player in the chest with a shotgun or that a couple of his wives died under extremely mysterious circumstances?
Or that Sam Cooke was shot dead in a seedy motel after barging into the manager's office naked to attack her? Maybe not. Would it change
your view of him if you knew that, or would your love for his music triumph? Real rock stars do truly insane thing and invite truly insane things
to happen to them; murder, drug trafficking, rape, cannibalism and the occult. We allow this behavior. We are complicit because a rock star
behaving badly is what's expected. It's baked into the cake. Deep down, way down, past all of our self-righteous notions of justice and right
and wrong, when it comes down to it, we want our rock stars to be bad. We know the music industry is full of demons, ones that drove Elvis
Presley, Phil Spector, Sid Vicious and that consumed the Norwegian Black Metal scene. We want to believe in the myths because they're so
damn entertaining. DISGRACELAND is a collection of the best of these stories about some of the music world's most beloved stars and their
crimes. It will mix all-new, untold stories with expanded stories from the first two seasons of the Disgraceland podcast. Using figures we
already recognize, DISGRACELAND shines a light into the dark corners of their fame revealing the fine line that separates heroes and villains
as well as the danger Americans seek out in their news cycles, tabloids, reality shows and soap operas. At the center of this collection of
stories is the ever-fascinating music industry--a glittery stage populated by gangsters, drug dealers, pimps, groupies with violence, scandal
and pure unadulterated rock 'n' roll entertainment.
In spite of their differences, Natalie Wallis and Annie Beckett become friends and decide to spend their summer spying on their neighbors.
By the bestselling author of Sam Phillips: The Man Who Invented Rock ‘n’ Roll and Last Train the Memphis: The Rise of Elvis Presley, this
dazzling new book of profiles is a culmination of Peter Guralnick’s remarkable work, which from the start has encompassed the full sweep of
blues, gospel, country, and rock 'n' roll. It covers old ground from new perspectives, offering deeply felt, masterful, and strikingly personal
portraits of creative artists, both musicians and writers, at the height of their powers. “You put the book down feeling that its sweep is vast,
that you have read of giants who walked among us,” rock critic Lester Bangs wrote of Guralnick’s earlier work in words that could just as
easily be applied to this new one. And yet, for all of the encomiums that Guralnick’s books have earned for their remarkable insights and
depth of feeling, Looking to Get Lost is his most personal book yet. For readers who have grown up on Guralnick’s unique vision of the vast
sweep of the American musical landscape, who have imbibed his loving and lively portraits and biographies of such titanic figures as Elvis
Presley, Sam Cooke, and Sam Phillips, there are multiple surprises and delights here, carrying on and extending all the themes, fascinations,
and passions of his groundbreaking earlier work. One of NPR’s Best Books of 2020 One of Kirkus Review/Rolling Stone’s Top Music Books
of 2020 One of No Depression’s Best Books of 2020

Elvis Presley--the King of Rock 'n' Roll, still beloved by millions of Americans--comes to vibrant, gyrating life in this
extraordinary picture-book biography from an award-winning author and the winner of a New York Times Best Illustrated
Book Award. Here's the perfect book for anyone who wants to introduce rock 'n' roll and its king to the child in their lives.
In single- page "chapters" with titles like "The First Cheeseburger Ever Eaten by Elvis" and "Shazam! A Blond Boy Turns
into a Black-Haired Teenager," readers can follow key moments in Presley's life, from his birth on the wrong side of the
railroad tracks in the Deep South, to playing his first guitar in grade school, to being so nervous during a performance as
a teenager that he starts shaking . . . and changes the world! Jonah Winter and Red Nose Studio have created a tour-deforce that captures a boy's loneliness and longing, along with the energy and excitement, passion, and raw talent that
was Elvis Presley. "Readers will want to pore over this thoroughly engaging volume." -- Kirkus Reviews, starred review
Hailed as "a masterwork" by the Wall Street Journal, Careless Loveis the full, true, and mesmerizing story of Elvis
Presley's last two decades, in the long-awaited second volume of Peter Guralnick's masterful two-part biography. Winner
of the Ralph J. Gleason Music Book Award Last Train to Memphis, the first part of Guralnick's two-volume life of Elvis
Presley, was acclaimed by the New York Times as "a triumph of biographical art." This concluding volume recounts the
second half of Elvis' life in rich and previously unimagined detail, and confirms Guralnick's status as one of the great
biographers of our time. Beginning with Presley's army service in Germany in 1958 and ending with his death in Memphis
in 1977, Careless Love chronicles the unravelling of the dream that once shone so brightly, homing in on the complex
playing-out of Elvis' relationship with his Machiavellian manager, Colonel Tom Parker. It's a breathtaking revelatory
drama that for the first time places the events of a too-often mistold tale in a fresh, believable, and understandable
context. Elvis' changes during these years form a tragic mystery that Careless Love unlocks for the first time. This is the
quintessential American story, encompassing elements of race, class, wealth, sex, music, religion, and personal
transformation. Written with grace, sensitivity, and passion, Careless Love is a unique contribution to our understanding
of American popular culture and the nature of success, giving us true insight at last into one of the most misunderstood
public figures of our times.
The myth-shattering account of the most famous and most taboo love story in rock-and-roll history Child Bride reveals the
hidden story of rock icon Elvis Presley’s love affair with fourteen-year-old Priscilla Beaulieu, the ninth-grader he wooed
as a G.I. in Germany and cloistered at Graceland before marrying her to fulfill a promise to her starstruck parents. Awardwinning biographer Suzanne Finstad perceptively pieces together the clues from candid interviews with all the Presley
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intimates—including Priscilla herself, along with hundreds of sources who have never before spoken publicly—to uncover
the surprising truths behind the legend of Elvis and Priscilla, a tumultuous tale of sexual attraction and obsession,
heartbreak and loss. Child Bride, the only major biography of Priscilla Beaulieu Presley, unveils the controversial childwoman who evolved from a lonely and sexually precocious teenager kept by the King of Rock and Roll into a shrewd
businesswoman in control of the multimillion-dollar Elvis Presley empire, a rags-to-riches saga of secrets and betrayals
that began when Priscilla was only three years old.
Based on unprecedented research and interviews, this authoritative biography of Colonel Tom Parker (1909-1997)
includes new revelations and insights into rock music's most renowned and notorious manager.
This well-researched probe into Elvis Presley's death includes interviews with Colonel Tom Parker, conclusive autopsy
documents, and a thorough account of the autopsy and why its findings are so hotly debated
When thirteen-year-old Josh goes to stay with his father in Chicago for a few months, he discovers--to his horror--that his
dad has become an Elvis impersonator.
Destined to become the most examined and talked about book since Elvis, What Happened?. NO MATTER WHAT YOU
HAVE EVER READ BEFORE...ELVIS-STRAIGHT UP! WILL CHANGE THE WAY YOU LOOK AT ELVIS PRESLEY.
What was the "real"Elvis like? The search for the truth is over!Elvis always lovingly and with true admiration refered to
Joe Esposito as "Gentleman Joe." In the 35 years that I have known him, Joe has continued to conduct himself in that
fashion. You only need to read his latest book to get a true understanding of who Joe is, and a clearer picture of who
Elvis and his friends and lovers were, and what life with the King involved. I love you, Joe....thanks for being a true friend
to me and to Elvis....even today. - Linda Thompson, Elvis' girlfriend and confidant, 1972-1976Loved the book. Joe tells
the truth about Elvis's colleagues and friends.- Patti Parry, close friend of Elvis' since the early sixtiesIn "Elvis Straight
Up" Joe gives a realistic look at Elvis and those around him. Thanks, Joe, for having the courage to be truthful and giving
those "on the outside" real information, not just supposition. For fans who are tired of fictionalized stories and sugarcoated variations, this is the book to read. Be informed by one who knows. - Loanne Parker, Mrs.Colonel Tom Parker,
manager of Elvis Presley
One of the most admired Southern historians of our time paints an intimate portrait of Elvis Presley, set against the rich backdrop
of Southern society, that illuminates the zenith of his career, showing how Elvis himself changed—and didn't—and providing a
deeper understanding of the man and his times.
A monumental oral biography filled with raucous joy, aching loss and terrible poignancy, Elvis & the Memphis Mafia is the first
book to capture the King – the man and the phenomenon – in his full complexity. Through revealing interviews with three of Elvis’s
closest friends, who were also his protectors and rescuers, Nash achieves the first true mapping of Elvis’s psyche. Billy Smith –
Elvis’s first cousin and the person he reputedly loved most after his own mother – Marty Lacker – best man at his wedding and
foreman of the ‘Memphis Mafia’, the King’s handpicked group of gatekeepers and confidants – and Lamar Fike – the touring
crew member who accompanied him into the Army – were with Elvis from his teens to his final days and provide unique access to
the greatest of all rock and roll legends. The revelations cut through every aspect of Elvis’s life, from the childhood seeds of his
drug dependency, through his fear for his mother’s life and his plan to change his identity, to his bizarre self-mutilation. No one
who reads this symphonic blending of three proud, ribald, sad and ultimately wistful voices can fail to be profoundly moved.
Dave Hebler spent four years (1972-1976) protecting Elvis Presley as one of his personal bodyguards and during that time was
also Elvis's Kenpo Karate instructor. Every Elvis fan knows all about Elvis the entertainer, Elvis the actor, and Elvis the singer. In
this book Dave takes you through his personal journey with Elvis, sharing many humorous stories to give you a glimpse of Elvis
the person. Dave's stories reveal that not only was Elvis the greatest entertainer ever, but also the greatest person ever. Dave
takes you through how he met Elvis, how he became Elvis's bodyguard and karate instructor, what it was like during his first day
on the job, the things crazy women did during concerts, and more. He goes into some fun stories with Elvis including the big drug
bust, the San Diego Chicken, the lady ninja, the gaudy bauble, the gunslinger, the kid with the watches, and more. He talks about
Elvis the giver, Elvis the martial artist, and Elvis the Christian to paint the picture of who Elvis the person truly was. Dave shares
some stories in this book that have never been told and even goes through his firing, what it was like handling Elvis's prescription
drug issues, and provides insights about the controversial book "Elvis What Happened?" This book is Dave's journey as he lived it
with Elvis - a man Dave loved dearly and protected from everyone but Elvis himself.
From previously unrevealed details of his childhood in Tupelo, through his rise to success, to his death, a meticulously detailed
chronology of Elvis Presley's life and career draws on a rich array of archival material, photographs, documents, letters, artifacts,
and memorabilia. 125,000 first printing. Tour.
The woman whom Elvis decided to marry when she was an innocent fourteen-year-old girl writes candidly about their twelve years
together, about Elvis the husband and father, and about his drug-wracked decline and death. Reissue.
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